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Hurricane Florence Impacts
School Community
Mackenzie Robertson
Staff Writer
Hurricane Florence
ripped down the southern East Coast of the
United States this past
week. Despite its southern track, the storm affected some students at
Montclair State University.
“I am terrified for my
grandfather and uncle
who live right on the
ocean [in North Carolina],” said junior family
sciences and human development major Emma
Black. “I’m not even
sure if they will have
a home when they get
back.”
Black lives in both
North Carolina and in
New Jersey. News of
the hurricane’s track
was both shocking and
frightening to her.
North Carolina issued
both mandatory and
voluntary evacuations
on Sept. 11 for different areas expected to be
hit hard by this storm.
By Sept. 14, Hurricane
Florence made landfall, which cut power to
more than 500,000 customers in both North
and South Carolina.
By the 16th, Florence
had brought more rain
to Wilmington, North
Carolina than any other
weather event recorded
in the city’s history.
“I have had contact
with [my family] constantly,” Black said. “My
family has been blessed
so far with being able to
have power.”

Photo courtesy of Jay Black
A photo sent to student Emma Black by her father just before the storm hit the coastline of
North Carolina.

Other students like Black experienced feelings of worry regarding
the effects the storm may have on the
southern states. James McChesney, a
senior justice studies major, expressed
his nerves for his family and friends
that live along the coasts of Virginia,
North Carolina and South Carolina.
“Luckily everyone we know are
doing just fine,” McChesney said.
“Everyone I know made it out of the
storm with their lives and the extent
of their damage was exterior damage
to their home.”

McChesney and his family had
just returned from a trip to Holden
Beach in North Carolina. Originally,
the track of the hurricane had the eye
heading right over the Holden Beach
area.
The storm left many families with
only the option of boarding up their
homes and leaving north, south or
further inland. McChesney said that
his family stocked their cars with nonperishable food and water along with
their most personal items.
The storm’s violent winds have

started to calm and many
citizens believe that the
worst of Florence is over.
However, the flooding
water still continues to
rise. There have been 31
reported deaths so far, 24
of which include North
Carolina citizens.
“It seemed to be a strong
storm,” McChesney said.
“It was similar to [Hurricane] Irma or [Hurricane]
Sandy, and the flooding
started quickly.”
A former Montclair
State student Leah Bancheri transferred to the
College of Charleston
in Charleston, South
Carolina after attending Montclair State for a
year. Bancheri stated that
Charleston has a long
history of hurricanes and
the community is very
strong.
“I don’t think anyone really knew where
Florence was heading,”
Bancheri said in a written statement. “There is
no way to really describe
how last week felt, and
everyone was walking
around campus with a
phone to their ear trying
to find a place to evacuate to.”
Charleston was not affected by the hurricane.
However, if it had moved
slightly south, the city
would have been tremendously damaged with
families seeking refuge.
“No one knew what
track Florence was going
to take until a few days
before,” Bancheri said.
“My heart goes out to
those in North Carolina.”
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Keeping
Up with the
SGA
Executive branch shares
goals for new year
Sam Carliner
Assistant Entertainment Editor
The semester may only have
started three weeks ago, but the
Student Government Association (SGA) has quickly gone to
work with their attempt to reimagine, rebrand and reinvent
their role at Montclair State
University.
SGA President Serafina Genise spent much of the summer
meeting with people in various departments on campus
to establish relationships that
previous SGA executive boards
neglected.
“A lot of departments didn’t
have such a great relationship
with us because of [the] administration’s past,” Genise said.
“So I spent a lot of summer
running around, meeting new
people, meeting a lot of new
faces of those departments and
building those relationships.”
Other members of the executive board also spent the summer rebuilding the organization, such as Secretary Jillian
Royal, who spent the summer
stepping up the SGA’s social
media presence. Royal has been
posting announcements about
the SGA on Twitter and Instagram and has been encouraging students to follow the organization on social media.
Treasurer Heather Francis
joined the SGA with a desire
to increase the organization’s
transparency. She spent much
of the summer working on
ways for students to have easier
access to information. As a result, the SGA spending records
will be accessible online.
SGA continued on Page 3
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School of Communication and Media, Room 2035
Montclair, N.J. 07043
The Montclarion is a publication of Montelican Publishing, Inc. published weekly, except during examinations, summer and winter sessions. The Montclarion is funded by student fees distributed by Montclair State University and incoming advertising revenue. The views
expressed in the Opinion section, with the exception of the Main Editorial, do not necessarily reflect the views of The Montclarion.
The Montclarion has a commitment to accuracy and clarity and will print corrections or clarifications if information is found to be incorrect. To report an error of
fact, email the Editor-in-Chief at montclarionchief@gmail.com.
To write a Letter to the Editor, please address it to “Editor,“ keep the letter
between 300-500 words, sign a name and email the Editor-Chief
at montclarionchief@gmail.com.
Information reported in the Red Hawk Rap Sheet comes directly from
the MSU Police Department. We do not print retractions to the rap
sheet unless information directly from the police report is incorrect. We
can print an update to the events only if the newspaper is given access
to relevant documents to corroborate the information.
All submissions to the newspaper become property of The Montclarion.
We do not print articles from anonymous contributors.
The first issue of The Montclarion, then named The Pelican, was
published on Nov. 28, 1928.
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Letter to the Editor:
Dear Editor,
I am writing in response to the editorial published on
9/13/18, “CAPS on Lock?” I appreciate that the importance
of mental health and accessibility to services on-campus is
stressed and want to highlight some additional ways to connect with CAPS. In addition to Let’s Talk drop-in hours (no
appointment needed; 9 weekly times at different locations
throughout campus), students may call CAPS directly at 973655-5211 in order to schedule a same or next day phone assessment. Emergencies take priority the same day in the office or
after hours via University Police 24/7/365. For those who prefer online support, WellTrack was replaced by TAO Connect,
a digital platform for a variety of concerns including anxiety,
depression, relationship issues, and alcohol and other drug
problems. We encourage people to go to the CAPS website for
additional information. Connect with help and support!
Jaclyn Friedman-Lombardo, Ph.D.
Director, Counseling and Psychological Services
Montclair State University
1 Normal Avenue
Russ Hall, 1st floor
Upper Montclair, New Jersey 07043
pronouns: she, her, hers
tel: 973-655-7599
fax: 973-655-4470

Corrections:
In the editorial, “CAPS on Lock?,” page 8, Sept. 13, CAPS is one of
the departments under the umbrella of the University Health and
Counseling Services, not “also known as” that department, as previously written.
In the editorial, “CAPS on Lock?,” page 8, Sept. 13, the app WellTrack was replaced by TAO Connect, which was not previously
written.

Red Hawk Rap Sheet
Tuesday, Sept. 11
Clove Road: Nonstudent Nicholas ArceCox was arrested following a motor vehicle stop on Clove Road for the possession
of marijuana and the intent to distribute.
Arce-Cox was processed at police headquarters, issued several motor vehicle and
criminal summonses and released pending a follow-up court date in the Little
Falls Municipal Court.
Wednesday, Sept. 12
Online: A male student reported receiving an email from an unknown source
who threatened to expose his personal
pictures and information, unless he sent
money to an unknown recipient. This incident is under investigation.

Graphic by Claudia
Habrahamshon
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Thursday, Sept. 13
On-Campus: The mother of a Montclair
State student requested a welfare check
of her daughter, who was alleged to
have been struck in the face on Sept. 12,
2018 by her boyfriend, also a Montclair
State student. Upon further investigation, contact was made with her daughter who provided a statement regarding said incident. The student advised
that she did not wish to file charges or
file for a restraining order at this time.

Thursday, Sept. 13
Mills Hall: Students Yara Rodriguez
and Kayli Jackson were issued special
complaint summonses for being in the
possession of alcohol while being under the legal age. Both students were
released on scene pending a follow-up
court date in the Little Falls Municipal
Court.

Anyone who has information regarding these incidents
is urged to call the police station at T-I-P-S (8477).
All calls are strictly confidential.

themontclarion.org
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Montclair Shops Take Over Campus
Local businesses from downtown Montclair visited the campus to promote their stores and offer jobs

Adrianna Caraballo| The Montclarion
DollyMoo, a natural beauty store located in downtown Montclair, came to campus with a variety of items for students
to purchase.

Adrianna Caraballo
Staff Writer
Local shops and eateries took
over the Student Center Quad
on Monday. It included stands
from stores that can be found in
downtown Montclair. Business
owners offered internship opportunities as well as a chance
to view their purchasable items
at stands.
Businesses like Ani Ramen

House, Montclair Film, Montclair Learning Center — The
STEM Learning Center and the
YMCA of Montclair are looking
for Montclair State University
students to apply for jobs and
internships.
“We’re looking for new employees, bussers [and] servers,
“ said John Estefa from Ani Ramen House.
DollyMoo, an all-natural
health and beauty shop did not

have a sign-up list, but Production Manager Kelsey Silva said
students who are interested in
working for them could email
their resumes.
While students of all majors
are encouraged to apply for
positions at these establishments, some businesses were
just looking to promote and sell
their merchandise. For instance,
Kung Fu Tea was promoting
their new bubble tea.

Stanhope African Imports
had a wide collection of African
jewelry and clothing for sale.
Many students were interested
in this particular booth, displaying authentic goods.
“This is one of my favorite
cultures,” said Alize Sarmiento,
a junior visual arts major with a
concentration in photography.
“A lot of people don’t appreciate things that are handcrafted.”
Fleet Feet, a local shoe store,
had a beanbag toss giving students a chance to win a prize.
Various booths had free items
to take, such as stickers, pens,
candy and pamphlets giving
more information about their
businesses. The Office of Commuter Life offered raffles for
students to win gift cards to the
businesses featured.
Qwell Meditation and Wellness Studio offered meditations
for students with a hectic schedule. Every Saturday morning
they feature a free class that students can join. The Bar Method,
a fitness studio who uses ballet
dance for a routine workout,
is offering discounts and two
weeks free for Montclair State
students.
“I’m a dancer so I really like
[The Bar Method],” said Kyla
Izqulerdo, a senior majoring
in psychology with a minor in
dance.

Bridging the Gap Between Students and Officers
UPD shares arrest procedure from police perspective

Rebecca Serviss
Assistent News Editor
In the wake of the recent viral video of a campus arrest, the
brothers of Phi Beta Sigma hosted their second annual Oh Shot
It’s the Cops event on Tuesday
night to reassure the trust of the
Montclair State University Police Department (UPD).
Retired New Jersey police
Capt. Ronald Rivera was accompanied by two current UPD
officers: Sgt. Kaluba Chipepo
and Officer Amanda Rusticus.
The trio answered questions
from students and shared their
experiences during arrests.
Rivera wanted to take away
some stigma that people associate with law enforcement by
playing a series of videos demonstrating different types of
commonly encountered police
interactions. It was a reminder
to students that during an arrest, police officers are just as
scared as other citizens. They
only want to do their job and go
back home to their loved ones
just like anyone else, but it is
their job to keep the community
safe first. Rivera advised to remain calm. When a person does
not comply with an officer’s instructions, it signals a potential
danger, and police officers need
to protect themselves.
Chipepo explained the risk

Sgt. Kaluba Chipepo answers questions from students.

that the police go through during these scenarios.
“We understand that crime
can happen anywhere,” Chipepo said. “They run the risk
of being shot the more they are
not being compliant.”
The officers said that they
take feedback seriously. If a student complains about the way
they were treated during an arrest, they have a right to notify
the department. According to
Rusticus, the UPD looks into
each case and it can lead to consequences for the officers involved, including suspension.

Students attended the event
with the purpose of bridging
the gap between them and police officers. Vice President of
Phi Beta Sigma Anthony Wright
said police brutality is an issue
close to home.
“As an African-American
male, I feel that it is important
that we all know how to interact
[with law enforcement], since
we’ve been seeing all of the
events within the past few years
[where] black males get killed
by officers,” Wright said.
He helped organize the event
to have students understand an

Rebecca Serviss| The Montclarion

officer’s point of view during
an arrest.
“We should give the student
body a chance to hear where
[the police officers] are coming
from,” Wright said.
President of Phi Beta Sigma
Dalvin Sejour hopes that this
event is the beginning of a new
relationship between students
and law enforcement.
“I hope that we bridge the
gap between officers and the
student body on campus,” Sejour said. “We want to de-escalate that situation.”

SGA: more
scholarships
for students
are being
planned
Continued from page 1

Vice President Emma Rush
also supported the transparency initiative by creating electronic records for all 66 student
organizations affiliated with the
SGA. Information Rush made
available for the organizations
included their charters, constitutions, live-updated versions
of their budgets and more.
Francis also created a new
process for student organizations to request funding for
events directly through the
treasurer’s office, cutting back
on the time and steps it took for
organizations to receive money
for events.
The SGA also established
two new committees, a senior
trip committee open to any seniors interested in planning
the end of the year senior trip.
They also created the SGA
Gives Back committee, a philanthropic committee the SGA
will use to donate money to
certain causes, which is open
to all students. Both the senior
trip and donations used are to
be determined by the executive
branch of the SGA.
Along with the work done
over the summer, the executive board has been establishing programs and events happening in the future. Royal is
organizing a grand opening
for a space the SGA recently
attained, room 110, which she
referred to as the Student Organization Resource Center.
Royal is also planning a SGA
alumni dinner at the end of the
fall semester as well as working with Ebony Jackson from
the Office for Social Justice and
Diversity to organize a week of
events during the spring semester focused around supporting
victims of sexual violence.
The SGA will be getting a
new lawyer and they will be
providing more scholarships
for students. Rush explained
that while the SGA has provided a generous amount of
money for students during the
fall semesters, scholarships
were not offered for the spring
semester. The new scholarships
will also be available to working students.
Along with holding many
events, this semester the SGA
intends to update their constitution. The SGA will hold a
congress open to all students to
determine which policies need
to be included in the new constitution. There is not an exact
date for the congress, but Rush
said it will take place during the
first two weeks of November.

themontclarion.org
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Namaste and Glow
Photo essay by Haylee Berry

										
Students were not afraid to try different poses throughout the event.

On Tuesday, Sept. 18, students
participated in the annual Glow
in the Dark Yoga event at the
Student Recreation Center.
The first 100 students that
arrived received free T-shirts
and everyone was provided
with glow-in-the-dark sticks,
which many wore around their
necks, heads and wrist.

Freshman communication and media arts major Tina Petrillo gives a smile as she completes her pose.

Yoga instructor Camyrn Chernick described the
event as combining two of her favorite things:
glow in the dark and yoga. Chernick enjoys
this unique form of yoga because it is fun and
something you don’t expect. She instructs it
with a more energetic flow than her regular
classes and is great with both those new
to yoga and those more experience.
					
Sophomore dance major Eliza Dumas shows off her flexibility in a cobra pose.
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Undeclared freshman Arnold Hucey and his fellow Red Hawks
strike the Warrior I pose perfectly.

Freshman justice studies major Dana De Dios focuses as she waits for yoga to begin.

Undeclared freshman Vanessa Lynch stretches out in the final minutes
of the event.
From left to right: Freshman dance majors Jennifer Tran and Kelly Guerrero along with English major
Sierra Schiff practice one of the many yoga poses of the night.

										
Students are walked through many different yoga poses by their patient and enthusiastic instructor, Camryn Chernick.
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AFT President Randi Weingarten gives the keynote address at the Local charter’s 50th Anniversary.

Madison Everett | The Montclarion

Montclair State University’s Faculty Union
Fighting for workers rights for 50 years

Sam Carliner
Assistant Entertainment
Editor
Often used as a lecture hall for
students, Room 133 in the Center
for Computing and Information Sciences became the venue for a special birthday celebration last Friday.
Montclair State University faculty,
different planning departments and
guests from several other New Jersey
schools filled the space to celebrate
50 years of the Montclair State faculty union.
As part of the national organization American Federation of Teachers (AFT), last Friday marked the
50th anniversary of Montclair State’s
charter established on Sept. 14, 1968.
Since its birth, AFT Local 1904 has
been a force in support of fair treatment of faculty and students at
Montclair State.
AFT Local member and Coordinator of Quality and Accreditation at
the Feliciano School of Business Ellie
Esposito felt that Montclair State’s
union was especially helpful compared to other unions she’s been a
part of.
“The unions I was in at Rutgers
[University] and Ramapo [College], I
never saw any of the representatives,
ever. Didn’t know who to reach out
to if I had questions,” Esposito said.
“Here at Montclair [State], they are
wonderful. They have these meetings, they’re open to your questions.
I love being part of the unions here.”
Donna Chiera, president of the state
branch of AFT, explained the importance of having a union.
“If it wasn’t for a union here, the
professional staff probably wouldn’t
have pay, they wouldn’t have some
job security,” Chiera said. “Adjunct
faculty, there’s over a thousand of
them here in Montclair [State]. What-

ever they have now, they have because of a
union, and it’s still not enough.”
Chiera went on to explain that universities
often hire adjuncts as a form of cheaper labor,
and as a result, adjuncts are usually not provided office spaces or other resources to help
accommodate students. However, through the
support of a faculty union, adjuncts are able
to get more benefits. She also said that faculty
unions are currently fighting for university ad-

demonstrating community support in other
ways.
After the slideshow, current AFT Local 1904
President Richard Wolfson gave a summary of
the charter’s history. Following Wolfson, New
Jersey Assemblyman Thomas Giblin congratulated the union on their accomplishments. Chiera then introduced the keynote speaker, AFT
National President Randi Weingarten.
Although Weingarten acknowledged serious

AFT Local 1904 President Richard Wolfson addresses
the crowd about unions at the charter’s 50th
anniversary celebration.

ministrations to be more transparent with how
they spend their money.
Much of AFT’s work was displayed in a
slideshow toward the beginning of the anniversary celebration. Songs like Woody Guthrie’s “Union Maid” and Ralph Chaplin’s
“Solidarity Forever” played as images showed
AFT Local 1904 members picketing in support
of workers rights, encouraging people to vote,
awarding students scholarship money and

Madison Everett | The Montclarion

issues in her speech, such as attempts by politicians to attack workers rights and economic
challenges of students, the tone of her speech
was hopeful about the future.
“Young people believe in having power together with others,” Weingarten said. “They
get that fending for oneself, and the rich rigging the economic and political system has left
them with 1.5 trillion dollars of student debt,
and that has not transferred to even an invest-

ment in colleges. They get more than
everyone else that the way you create
power is through unions.”
According to data gathered by the
United States Bureau of Labor Statistics in 2017, only 6.5 percent of workers in the United States private sector
belong to a union and only 34.4 percent of workers in the public sector belonged to one. However, workers who
belonged to a union earned 20 percent
higher pay than those who didn’t belong to a union.
Despite the apparent benefits of
being a union, they have often been
attacked throughout U.S. history.
Right-to-work (RTW) laws have been
used in many states to take bargaining
power away from unions, resulting in
consequences. According to data gathered by the Economic Policy Institute,
workers in RTW states make less than
workers in states free of RTW laws.
Although some people in power attempt to limit collective bargaining,
unions have been an important part
of U.S. history and have played a big
role in supporting workers by securing them benefits such as the 40-hour
work week, child labor laws, minimum wages and the two-day weekend. AFT Local, now consisting of
1,133 members, shows that unions are
likely here to stay.
AFT Local member and Laboratory
Equipment Technician in the Montclair State biology department Adam
Parker explained why he feels people
should support unions.
“People sometimes forget how hard
it is without a union,” Parker said. “If
you don’t have anybody as a collective
looking out for you, then it’s very easy
for people to be manipulated and suppressed by employers or corporations
or whoever has the ultimate power.
When people come together in those
positions underneath the big bosses,
then it gives them the power to fight
back for their rights.”
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“In America, the President reigns for four years,
but Journalism governs forever.”– Oscar Wilde
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Dinner at Samba

Distinctive and authentic Brazilian at an affordable price

Samba is located on 7 S. Park St. in Montclair, New Jersey.

Nicholas Avallone
Contributing Writer
When first entering Samba, a Brazilian
restaurant just a short walk from Montclair’s
Bloomfield Avenue, I was greeted by the calm
hum of the outdoor tables filled with customers engaged peacefully in conversation as they
dined. Moving inside, a livelier environment
was contained within the walls of the restaurant. The space was filled by customers who
were also enjoying their time with friends and
family.
When visiting this restaurant, I noted the varying age range of the customers. From multigenerational families to high school students, the
restaurant was not limited to just one demographic that enjoyed the food.
The inside of the restaurant was warm and
inviting. The walls, a dark shade of orange and
brown, made the space feel smaller and more
personal but by no means was the seating small
or cramped. There was enough seating for all
customers, and it never felt like your space was
compromised by someone else. The decor was
another notable feature that contributed to the
rustic style of the inside, with pots and other
copper cooking tools placed on the walls of the
restaurant. With sunflower arrangements and
small mirrors on the wall, these unconventional pieces added to the experience that made the
ambiance feel distinctive.
From the two hours I spent at the restaurant,
I could tell that the staff always made their customers feel like a priority. They would consistently come back to check if there was anything
I needed and never appeared inconvenienced
when I made an additional request. After ordering each course, the food was delivered quickly. This attentiveness significantly added to my
positive experience.
Appetizers on the menu ranged from little
pastries with different meat and vegetables to
fresh salads that used ingredients like arugula, candied nuts, papaya and mango. I started
my meal with a pretty standard salad from the
menu, the Salada Mista. Presented simply in a
cast iron pan, the salad was on the smaller side

and featured mesclun greens, cherry tomatoes
and hearts of palm.
However, it was the homemade balsamic
vinaigrette dressing that really made the salad
memorable. It was thicker than most balsamic
dressings and wasn’t overpowering. I also noted that every ingredient in the salad was well
portioned.
You can almost guarantee that anyone dining at Samba will find something they will love
from the dinner menu.
The dinner menu was broken into different sections: beef, fish or vegetables. From the
beef section, I chose the Bife A Cavalo. The dish
came with two sides – sauteed collard greens
and fried plantains. Simply put, these two sides
were exceptional and full of flavor. The collard
greens were cooked well and had great flavor,
lacking the bitter taste greens like these typically have. The plantains were cooked to perfection, with just enough crisp on the outside while
fresh and sweet on the inside. The steak was thin
and similar to other sirloin steaks in that it was
not overly tender. It wasn’t boldly flavored on
its own, which was pleasant when coupled with
the fried eggs served on top. It proved to be a
fantastic match. The eggs were saturated with
flavor and weren’t runny, which was a perfect
combination with the drier flavor of the steak.
The dessert menu also contained some bold
pairings as well. The Tres Leches consisted of
butternut squash bread pudding with coconut
ice cream. It had special combined items that
you might never suspect to be appetizing together, and it was beautifully presented at the
center of the plate. The light and buttery texture
of the bread pudding was flavored in perfect
moderation with the rich and sweetened taste
of the butternut squash. It was a warm and comforting way to end dinner.
Whether it is the ambiance that is a change
from the predictable interiors of other restaurants or the menu that is distinct and varied in
its options, Samba is a restaurant that leaves
you feeling satisfied. With prices that are affordable and an environment of a friendly staff and
a unique atmosphere, it was a positive
experience that I’d recommend to anyone.

Nicholas Avallone | The Montclarion

Nicholas Avallone | The Montclarion
The Bife A Cavalo dish is served with sauteed collard greens
and fried plantains.

Nicholas Avallone | The Montclarion

The Tres Leches has butternut squash bread pudding with
coconut ice cream.
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Room 2035 School of Communication and Media in Upper Montclair, NJ 07043

Phone 973.655.5230
Fax 973.655.7804

E-mail Montclarionsports@gmail.com

Study Abroad in Spring 2019!
Applications due: October 1, 2018
Attend an information session to learn
how to get started.

Wednesdays
2:30PM
Schmitt 110

Fridays
10:00AM
Schmitt 125

For further inquiries or to book an appointment, email

studyabroad@montclair.edu
or stop by the Student Center Annex, Room 207
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Help Wanted / Other

JOBS AND CLASSIFIEDS
$15/hr - Sitter Needed
We are looking for an honest and trustworthy sitter with a clean driving record
to assist us with our two teens (ages 13
and 15) starting after Labor Day. Responsibilities include shuttling to and from after
school activities (mostly local to Montclair),
participating in soccer carpools, preparing
dinner & laundry. Regular hours are 2:00 7:00 Monday through Friday. Hourly rate
is negotiable if willing and able to prepare
healthy meals. Use of own reliable vehicle
is preferred. If interested, please email:
patricedial@hotmail.com.

Experienced part-time sitter with car
needed:
We are looking for an experienced parttime sitter for our 4 year old daughter,
every Wednesday and Thursday from
1pm-7:30 p.m. (additional hours may be
available). This position would start immediately and continue through fall and
spring semesters. Must have license and
clean driving record with own safe, reliable car to pick her up from preschool in
Montclair and drive her 10 minutes to our
home in West Orange. This position pays
$15 per hour + money for gas and reimbursement for any activities. Our daughter
is very verbal, energetic, sweet and silly.
She likes being outdoors, playing games,
loves cooking, arts and crafts, reading,
science and music. Tidying up after her
would be very appreciated and basic food
prep would be necessary. Must like cats,
our two are part of our family.

After school care needed- 8 hours a week:
We are looking for someone to pick up our
7th grader at school in Cedar Grove and
help oversee homework in our home three
days a week (T, W, TH. 2:30-5pm). Opportunities for additional hours available but
not required. Reliable, fun and strong math
skills preferred. Must have own transportation and clean driving record. $2o/hr.
Please email Diane at
ldfranzese@verion.net.

Babysitter/team player needed in Verona /
$15-$20/hour:
Babysitter/team player needed Mondays,
Tuesdays, and Fridays, from 2:45-7:00 pm
for 11 year old boy/girl twins.
Responsibilities include but are not limited
to: School pick up, homework, driving to
and from sports and activities (reliable
vehicle required), running errands, and
light meal prep.
If you are interested please email:
Brooke at
brookemsorger@yahoo.com

Part-time babysitter
Seeking a part-time babysitter for loving,
local Glen Ridge family with two children,
ages 3 and 8. Must drive and have clean
driving record. Hours are Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday from 2:30pm - 6:30pm.
Some later weekday evenings needed on
occasion. Duties include picking up the
kids from school, escorting them to various
activities, preparing a simple dinner. Excellent references and prior babysitting work
required. Wage is $17/hour. Please contact
Laurie Davis at 646-761-9055 if interested.
Maplewood family seeking college/
graduate student for after-school sitter
This is a job for the school year working
with our two kids (ages 10 and 12). Monday – Friday 3 pm – 7 pm. A great job for a
student specializing in social work, education, or special education. Our kids have
ADHD/dyslexia, so it’s a great opportunity
to gain on-the-job training working with
kids with learning differences! We prefer
to have one sitter work all 5 days, but are
willing to split the week between two sitters
if necessary. We have a bit of flexibility on
start/end times. Offering $15-18/hour, depending on experience. We are a kind and
fun-loving family looking for someone who
has prior experience working with kids and
is able to actively help with homework/
studying, is dependable, prompt, proactive,
patient and flexible with a positive attitude
and good sense of humor, enjoys actively
engaging with kids, has a clean driving
record and own transportation so they can
pick up kids from school and do minimal
driving to sports/activities, able to prepare
a simple kids’ dinner, is comfortable with
dogs (we have a loving and gentle 13-yearold dog) and experience tutoring or working with kids with ADHD a plus.
If interested, please email
ekgarbarino@gmail.com and tell us why
you’re a good fit for the job. We’re excited to
hear from you!

Required: Reliable, punctual, attentive,
caring, compassionate, kind, nurturing,
energetic, fun and creative, clean driving
record and own car, background check,
references
Contact Laura at
Lauramapplegate@gmail.com with your
full name, a little about yourself, and a
resume or a description of your experience
to apply.
$20/hour–seek child care–
Bloomfield:
Morning child care required from approximately 7 to 9 each day–the individual
, who must have a license, would come to
the home of my 8 year old grandson, help
get him ready to leave for school, give him
breakfast and drive him to school in Nutley–he has to be at school between 815 and
830. Although 5 days per week is preferable, if all 5 days are not available a flexible
arrangement can be discussed. Responses
can be sent to lmcarlinlaw@msn.com and/
or by telephone at 212–622–7180.
Mom helper needed for after school
pickup:
Helper needed to pick up our 8 yo girl and
3 yr old boy from local preschool 1 mile
apart 2-3 days per week. Days needed for
september are monday to Friday. Pick up
times are between 3-3:30p. You will serve
snacks and help with homework for approximately 2-3 hours. Sitter needed for
full day September 10th and possibly 19th.
For immediate hire, Please contact
mbelay@npassociate.com so we can
discuss further by phone. Clean driving
record and non smoking are required.

$20 / HR, P/T babysitter, Montclair:
Montclair family is seeking a babysitter
who is able to watch our 2 elementary
school-aged children on a part time basis
throughout the school year. Looking for
someone on Mondays, Wednesdays and
Fridays from 3:00 to 6:30 pm (3.5 hours
per day). Main responsibilities will be to
pick up our kids from school, help with
homework, engage with kids and drive to
after school activities. $20 per hour. Must
be non-smoker, fully licensed to drive, and
previous childcare experience would be
great. For more information or questions,
and to apply Email:
wmtribegrad2002@gmail.com
Before and after-school care starting in
September:
Looking for reliable before and after-school
babysitter to drop off an Elementary and a
Middle School child from a nice family to
school in Montclair (7am – 9 am) and pick
up from school and child care (2 pm – 6
pm) Must have own transportation, clean
driving record and great references. Able to
play with 10 year old special needs child to
develop language and social skills, prepare
snacks for children, dinner prep. Occasional
additional hours available, if desired, for
work evening events. If available to start
last week of August that would be great.
Can be two separate jobs if only able to do
one of the shifts. If interested, please email
Marcela at:
marcelamoncloa@gmail.com
$19 / PT babysitter needed in
Livingston:
Looking for a trustworthy, reliable and fun
babysitter for two boys (ages 12 and 9) starting 9/4/18. Responsibilities include picking
up at school, transporting to and from after
school activities in Livingston and nearby
towns and helping with homework. Regular hours are 2:30-6:30 Monday, Thursday
and Friday. Prior experience with children
is required (with references), as well as use
of own reliable vehicle (with clean driving
record). Perfect for an education major looking for a PT job in order to pick up some
extra money while in school. If interested,
please email: emb333@nyu.edu

$11/hour - servers:
Westmount Country Club in Woodland
Park, NJ is seeking food and beverage
servers to work part time weekends.
No banquet experience necessary, will
train. Salary is $11.00+ per hour to
start. Email karen@westmountcc.com
to schedule an interview.
OTHER
ARE YOU IN CRISIS OR STRUGGLING? HEALING, HOPE AND
HELP CAN HAPPEN!
Please CALL the National Suicide
Prevention Lifeline at 1-800-273-8255
(TALK) at any time to speak to a
counselor and get support. You can
also connect to the Crisis Text Line by
texting “Hello” to 741-741 to be connected to a counselor. All services are
free, confidential and available 24/ 7
for anyone in crisis.
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Come Join Us!

Room 2035 School of Communication and Media

973.655.5230
Montclarionchief@gmail.com
MontEditor@gmail.com
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Online Dating: Catfishing Calls

M

eeting new people on
campus can be difficult, especially when everyone is
bopping around with headphones on or running to
class. With dating apps like
Tinder and Grindr, it makes
finding a partner so much
easier than meeting people
in person. While there is a
convenience aspect to these
apps, there are also dangers
that might make students
hesitant to use them.
Students all over Montclair State University are
not strangers to applications like Tinder and Grindr. Both apps are used for
the same purpose, which
is to find a hookup partner.
Tinder is described as an
app that is used for anyone
that is looking for a partner.
Grindr is exclusively for bi-

sexual and gay men.
Tinder also has swiping capabilities in order to
decide if the person is your
type or not. On the other
hand, Grindr is set up to
show profile photos, and
the user decides whether
to chat or not. There are
also preferences that can
be set for both Grindr and
Tinder which include race,
gender and age. Though
the two apps have the same
purpose, they also pose a
great danger for students
that want to meet someone
through the screen of their
phone.
Apps may be a great way
to meet people, but they can
also get users into trouble.
While meeting new people
is easier through texting
or calling, it can also cause

someone to get “catfished.”
Catfishing has become
a phenomenon in the past
few years of the digital age
of dating. The term has become popularized by Nev
Schulman and his documentary, “Catfish,” which
was later made into an MTV
series, “Catfish: The TV
Show.” Catfishing refers to
pretending to be someone
else online to rope people in
to relationships.
Many people who have
catfished others will grab a
photo from someone else’s
Instagram or Facebook and
pose as a different person.
With users’ faces hidden
behind a screen, this gives
someone the chance to create a whole new identity to
trick others into thinking
they are someone that they

are not.
Even as chats may progress over the phone, there
comes a time to meet each
other in person. This is the
moment where the catfisher
pauses and thinks about
what the next move may
be. While the person on the
other line might be madly
in love and so excited to
meet the other person, there
might be a 45-year-old man
who is posing as a 17-yearold boy.
There have even been
situations where users have
been kidnapped or have
had their personal belongings stolen when meeting their Tinder or Grindr
dates. There is no true way
to know if you can trust the
person on the other side of
the screen.

With all things considered,
both apps are useful but run
the risk of being dangerous.
When students are sliding
right and left on Tinder or
chatting on Grindr, they have
to make sure that they are
careful with who they talk to.

Campus
Voices:
Have you ever
used dating
apps before? If
so, do you
believe they
are dangerous?
By AJ Melillo

“No, I have not [used dating
apps]. Yes, I do think they
can be dangerous because
people are not who they say
they are.”

“No, I have not [used dating
applications]. You never really
know who they are. Catfishing
[is also an issue]. “

“In the past, I have [used dating apps before] but I am not
currently. They can definitely
be dangerous simply for the
ease of saying whatever you
want to someone that you
think you know.”

“I do use Tinder and I think it’s
dangerous to an extent. If you
get a bad vibe from the person, I definitely think that you
should stop talking to them
because if you keep talking to
them, that is when it gets dangerous. And if you get a good
vibe from someone and you
feel like the conversation is going, well then it’s okay.”

- Allison Daniello
Justice Studies
Sophomore

- Keimily Alicea
Justice Studies
Sophomore

- Rich Cella
Math Education
Graduate

- Garret Ickinclam
Undeclared
Freshman
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Challenge Your Thoughts and
Open Your Mind

O

n a cool day
in the winter of 2016,
I arrived at Montclair State University with my anxiety
at an all-time high.
AJ MELILLO
That being said, I am
ASSITANT
OPINION EDITOR not really an anxious
person, but that day
was an exception. I was interviewing to
get into the School of Communication
and Media, and in my mind, my future
was riding on this interview.
When I arrived at Morehead Hall,
I went into a room that was full of potential Montclair State students, and
we were presented with some speakers who were trying to quell our nerves
and give us some pointers for during
our interviews. Then we were assigned
a brief writing assignment and asked to
wait until our name was called.
After about two hours of waiting,
seeing the whole room come and go, I
was finally called in for an interview. I
was ushered to Professor Mark Effron’s
office, thus beginning what would be
the most defining moment of my collegiate life thus far.
When I entered Effron’s office, I shook
his hand and tried to hide my obvious
nerves, but I am sure I did not do very
well in that regard. Effron then said to
me what has shaped my mission for the
time that I am at this university.
He told me that he read my essays,
and from what I wrote, he could tell
that I was a conservative. He then reminded me that I was applying to be

in a heavily liberal major, at a heavily liberal college, in a heavily liberal town, in a
liberal state. He wanted me to know just
what I was getting into when applying to
Montclair State. I assured him that I knew
what I was getting into and that I thought
every college would have a liberal bias
and to surround myself with those ideas
would only make me a stronger person,
both morally and intellectually.
He agreed with what I had said, and then
he gave me a proposition.
“AJ, I like what you wrote in your essays and said today and I may not agree
with you, but I like you,” Effron said.
Effron said he needed me here, at
Montclair State, to represent other viewpoints.
“We need you to show people that
there is another way to look at the world,”
Effron said. “I want you to promise me
that if you go here, you will get your message out there.”
I agreed to this promise and as soon
as I stepped foot on campus, my journey
of keeping my word began. Today, two
weeks into my sophomore year, I am
an assistant opinion editor at The Montclarion, where I often write opposite
the opinions of many of my colleagues
on national events. I co-host the Sons of
Liberty radio show and podcast with my
counterpart Stephen Rumbolo for WMSC
Radio, where I am also the assistant news
director. I have interviewed six congressional candidates and a few radio personalities. I was even awarded the Bill Puskas Most Promising New Student Award
last semester.
I am not saying this to toot my own
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horn, but I am saying this to prove a
point: speak your mind and do not be
afraid to share your opinion.
In a world that is so consumed by
the politically correct culture, many
people are scared to speak out and
say how they feel. My message to you
is do not be afraid. Do not be rude or
pushy to people, and speak clearly
your thoughts. Open your ears more
than you open your mouth and learn
something. Do not be afraid to be contradicted and do not be scared to contradict someone else.
We are in college. This is the time
and place to hear new ideas and perspectives. We are at the perfect point in
our lives to be open-minded and listen
to everyone. The only way to know
how valid your thoughts are is if you
challenge yourself with new ideas.
Go out and have a conversation with
someone that disagrees with you. Get
out of your comfort zone and stay clear
of confirmation bias, challenge yourself
and others. My experience has taught
me that sometimes it pays off to think
a little bit differently from everyone
else, so do not be scared to show those
different ideas. Everyone has unique
stories with original perspectives and
personal thoughts.
Express your ideas, challenge your
thoughts and open your mind.

AJ Melillo, a political science major, is in his second year as the assistant opinion editor for The
Montclarion.

Thumbs Up
‘Captain Marvel’
trailer releases
Michael Jordan
donates 2 million
to Hurricane Florence families
Hong Kong now
recognizes samesex spousal visa
applications

Internships: The Sacrifice for Experience

W

hether you
are getting coffee,
sitting around waiting for a command
or fitting in an office day on your
only day without
CORINNE APPEL classes, you have
successfully
enASSISTANT
OPINION EDITOR tered the struggling
intern world.
When students find themselves
near the end of their college years, they
know it is time to start gaining as much
experience as they can get through an
internship. While students most likely
have the chance to take on an internship any year in college, the pressure
and competition is certainly on junior
and senior year.
Junior year is just as important to
students as it was in high school. Instead of taking standardized tests and
working on college essays, college students are working on perfecting their
resumes, spreading themselves too
thin and getting involved on campus.
College students are told being involved is important.
However, every student with your
major is most likely involved in the
same clubs as you. On top of completing homework and studying, students
are already scavenging for time to be
involved and still have to differentiate
themselves from others. I can relate because I feel the pressure of constantly
planning my next move to attain my
dream job.
Luckily, this semester I was able to
take on an internship that understood
my need to work a part-time job along
with classes. I admit to spreading my-

self too thin in activities, and it is terrifying thinking of how many other
students you are competing against.
Other internships might be reaching
out to students who already had internships as connections. The mind is
full of clutter between thinking about
the future and focusing on the present.
Full-time college students spend a
sufficient amount of time in class all
week. Surprisingly, their day is not
over yet. On-campus students, around
their schedule, will head to work at different facilities and centers on campus.
Others head back toward home for
work. Students who need to work cannot attend daily activities on campus.
Therefore, those students are already
set back when building a resume for
an unpaid internship.
In addition, tons of students babysit as their part-time job due to the
higher pay rates. Unfortunately, that
is not something that will be a resume
booster. The average day for a college
student after school and work ends
around early evening. That does not include homework or personal errands.
The pressure is enlarged when students come from backgrounds with
not much help for school or underprivileged families. Students feel the need
to gain experience as early as possible
in order to receive a paid internship as
soon as they can. Most internships offered are unpaid, especially if they are
considered first or second internships.
An unpaid internship provides no income.
Students who may be splitting their
college costs with parents or taking on
their bills all by themselves are caught
in between having money or experi-

ence. Students could be working just to
support themselves on transportation
expenses, the mound of college textbook
expenses or on campus meals.
No matter the situation at home, all
students find themselves struggling to
afford college costs to begin with. No
one accounts for the extra costs that
come with being involved. Students return home after the spring semester just
to find themselves working again.
The Atlantic raises a good point in
their article online about unpaid 40-hour
internships, which says that “people
are looking for interns that come fully
trained and with a lot of experience already.” In other words, you need experience to have experience.
In addition to The Atlantic, Fortune
Magazine questions whether unpaid internships are considered “exploitation
or experience.” Are students being used
as another hand in the office because
they can be used free? The significance
is how are unprivileged students ever
expected to get ahead?
Students may be offered a unique oncein-a-lifetimeopportunityinFloridaforUniversal Studios or near the bottom of New
York for a prestigious company. Every dollar adds up, and traveling back and forth to
the city each day does not come cheap. Although some companies might reimburse
transportation fees, its guaranteed to come
out of your precious pocket.
At the end of the day, these sacrifices
don’t promise students dream jobs.

Corinne Appel, a communication and media
major, is in her first year as the assistant opinion
editor for The Montclarion.

Thumbs
Down
Hurricane Florence
death toll rises
to 37
University of
California Riverside student passes
away from hazing
incident
Brett Kavanaugh
acussed of sexual
assault
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Student Artist Profile:

Kevin Wang

Q: Is there a quote or motto you live
by?
A: A quote or motto I live by would
be to ‘Be yourself.’ I believe that to be
unique in your own way definitely
shows others that you are not afraid to
be different. Sometimes being ‘weird’
may not be such a bad thing. Everyone
is different in their own way. Never be
ashamed to embrace who you are. Be
yourself.
(Interview conducted by Teresa Marie
Dejesus-Gomez)

Kevin Wang is an acting major with credits including “Bye Bye Birdie”
and “South Pacific.”
Kevin Wang is a sophomore in the BFA
musical theater program here at Montclair State University. He is currently in
Montclair State’s production of “The Full
Monty.” When he is not honing his craft
as a singer, dancer and actor, he enjoys
listening to music, trying new foods and
working out. For Wang, art is a vision
that can be defined emotionally, visually or
physically.
Q: Describe your background as a
performer.
A: I started performing in a public

middle school called M.S. 74 in Bayside
Queens, New York for two summers.
I was accepted to attend the vocal
program at Summer Arts Institute –
Frank Sinatra High School. I attended
Fiorello H. Laguardia High School of
Music and Art and Performing Arts –
The ‘Fame’ School. As a vocal major, I
found my true love for musical theater
doing a production of ‘Beauty and the
Beast.’ Outside of school, I was also a
part of a theater program called Kidz
Theater and the credits were ‘The
Music Man,’ ‘Bye Bye Birdie,’ ‘South
Pacific’ and many more.

Photo courtesy of Kevin Wang’s Instagram

Q: How has the BFA Program in
Musical Theatre cultivated you as an
artist?
A: I believe that Montclair [State] has
its own strengths in teaching and mentoring students within the program. I
feel that within a year I have definitely
improved in all aspects of performing. I would say that I realize it’s the
amount of work you put in. Everything
is laid out to you within the program,
like the courses given and the opportunities to put on a show. It is all on you
whether you decide to put in the work
to better your craft and improve.
Q: Who has been your biggest supporter?
A: My biggest supporters would be
my friends and family. My friends
throughout my life have inspired me
to push myself and become greater
than I am. Many have already started
booking professional shows. I find that
amazing that at an age like mine, one
could be already considered a working
professional. My family has also been
a huge factor, constantly supporting
me since middle school, and it’s very
inspiring how they let me do what I
love. Shout out to Mom.
Q: What are your plans post graduation?
A: Hopefully to book a show, but
everyone has their own journey and
sometimes patience is key. A national
tour or Broadway is the definite goal.
Once I get to a certain age, I want to
give back to the community by teaching or choreographing. Definitely stay
within the arts.

Photo courtesy of Kevin Wang’s Facebook
Kevin Wang is studying acting at Montclair State University.

Photo courtesy of Kevin Wang’s Instagram
Kevin Wang in costume in “Battle at the
Bridges.”

“I believe that to be unique in your own way definitely shows
others that you are not afraid to be different. Sometimes being
‘weird’ may not be such a bad thing.”- Kevin Wang
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‘White Boy Rick’ Lacks Proper Seasoning
Thomas Neira
Assistant Entertainment Editor

Although the film benefits from an overall
interesting plot and some noteworthy acting
performances, “White Boy Rick” ultimately
finds itself struggling due to an awkwardly
written screenplay and inconsistent pacing.
“White Boy Rick” is French director Yann
Demange’s second feature film in his career,
having previously worked in mostly television
productions. The film was written by Andy
Weiss, Logan Miller and Noah Miller. Its team
of producers are made up of Julie Yorn, Academy Award nominees Scott Franklin, Darren
Aronofsky and Academy Award winner John
Lesher.
The film takes place in 1980s Detroit and
tells the true story of Richard “Rick” Wershe Jr.,
played by Richie Merritt. As a young teenager,
Rick helps his father, played by Matthew McConaughey, sell firearms across the city. When
the FBI threatens to take down Rick’s father for
illegally selling weapons to Detroit gangs, Rick
realizes that it’s up to him to protect his family.
He decides to help the FBI infiltrate Detroit’s
gangs and drug rings, becoming the youngest
FBI informant in history. As he earns the trust
of some of Detroit’s most notorious gangsters,
he earns the moniker White Boy Rick.
The plot itself and the events of Rick’s early
life are certainly interesting enough to keep
one invested in its protagonist throughout its
116-minute run time. However, the film suffers
from a lack of consistent pacing.
When Rick is first associating himself with
some Detroit gangsters, he seems to become a
part of their gang and earn their trust far too
quickly. This may have been done to move the
film forward into its central conflict in an effort
to get straight to the point, but nonetheless, it
still comes across as rushed and unrealistically
effortless.
Scene lengths also don’t match each other.
Obviously, every scene in a movie does not
need to last the same amount of time as the others, but they should at least be proportionate
with their significance to the film so that each
scene feels necessary. Otherwise, you just end

Richie Merritt (right) and Matthew McConaughey (left) star in “White Boy Rick.”
up with a film where certain scenes feel much
more important and of higher quality than the
others.
“White Boy Rick” also suffers from some
fairly awkward dialogue. Several of the verbal
interactions between characters throughout the
film feel rather unnatural, with characters constantly repeating each others’ lines unnecessarily and conversations often feeling forced. Many
of Merritt’s lines as Rick give off this vibe.
Don’t get me wrong, Merritt gave a pretty
decent performance when considering the fact
that this is his first ever feature film. Nevertheless, his acting still left much to be desired. His
slightly slurred speech comes across as off-putting more than it does realistic, along with his
emotionless delivery of many of his lines.
To be completely fair, this film does have its
bright spots. Overall, the film is definitely interesting. The life of Wershe is certainly a story
worth portraying on the silver screen. I found
the last third of the film in particular to be the

Photo courtesy of Sony Pictures

most engrossing portion of the entire movie.
“White Boy Rick” also features some noteworthy acting performances, specifically those
of Bel Powley and McConaughey. Powley
gives a convincing performance as Rick’s older,
drug-addicted sister Dawn, while McConaughey does an exceptional job playing Rick’s
father, often stealing the show in his scenes
with his genuine, sincere monologues.
Despite an intriguing premise and a handful of strong performances, “White Boy Rick”
has trouble finding its footing due to a subpar
screenplay and inconsistent pacing throughout. It is a real shame because the movie had
a lot of potential and was even getting Oscar
hype leading up to its nationwide release. The
trailer excited many moviegoers upon its initial
release.
Although the film does have its merits, it
ultimately fails to live up to the expectations set
by its own trailer.

‘Atypical’ Makes Strides Toward the Right
Direction in the Second Season
Alexyss Panfire
Staff Writer

The second season of Netflix’s “Atypical” is
much less problematic than its first season, which
debuted last year to a lot of of backlash due to
the way its main character’s, high school student
Sam Gardner, autism portrayed a stereotype as he
searches for love and independence from his overbearing mother. The show’s sophomore season
was definitely an improvement.
“Atypical’s” second season premiered earlier
this month, picking up on Sam, played by Keir
Gilchrist, during his senior year. The main focus
this time is not finding love but figuring out what
he wants to do after graduating.
He attends a peer group at his school for other
teens on the spectrum. “Atypical’s” creator Robia
Rashid does a better job this season in representing
actual people with autism. All of the actors in this
peer group are actually on the spectrum.
Along with this, Rashid included autistic author
David Finch in the production of this season. This
is something I hope to see continue if the show
is renewed for another season. It is imperative
to include people that can understand firsthand
because it makes a major difference in how it is
portrayed to audiences. It is hard to imagine doing
an entire community justice without including
them in it.
When watching “Atypical,” the audience experiences the way Sam functions with autism and
how it impacts his family. He is portrayed to be
on the high end of the spectrum, which is cliche

Photo courtesy of Netflix
“Atypical” centers on the life of autistic
teen Sam Gardner.
considering most films or shows that have autistic
characters do this.
Sam’s obsession with Antarctica and penguins
make for another cliche component of autism in
the media. Many people on the spectrum have
unique interests that they know a lot about and
this is often portrayed in media. Sam is also
brutally honest with everyone and oblivious in almost every social situation. These together make
him a character that the audience can find funny
without him meaning to be, which only further
encourages audience members to find aspects of
autism funny.
Others around him, like his mother Elsa
played by Jennifer Jason Leigh, treat him like a
baby. She is far too overbearing and constantly
doubts his ability to have relationships or other
adult experiences.
A lot of season one featured outrageous situations, but I suppose it is because it is supposed to

be a dramedy. In the second season, the audience
is met with plots that are more thought out.
I believe the issues in season two that arise
are more interesting than the first season. Episode six is a good example of this when Sam is
stopped by police after wandering from his first
sleepover. His anxiety is increased to the point
where is he unresponsive to the officer and the
officer takes this as a threat. Bringing awareness
to how first responders are not properly trained
to handle people with disorders was important.
In this episode, Sam’s parents Elsa and Doug,
played by Michael Rapaport, meet up with
the parents of a kid that bullied Sam. When
the father of the kid defends his child’s actions
by expressing his intolerance for dealing with
people on the spectrum, Doug insists on leaving.
Although it would have been nice to see Doug
correct him, showing this type of ignorance was
important to show it still happens.
Later in the season, Sam decides he is going
to go to art school nearby. This strays from the
typical representation of autistic people. Most
times, we are met with the autistic person that is
insanely good at science or math. This time, the
character is extremely talented at something else
for once.
I cannot speak for those with autism or those
with autistic relatives, so I cannot say that the
second season got it all right. However, I can see
the effort to change within season two and that
in itself is a great start to properly representing
people on the autism spectrum.
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‘Marvel’s Spider-Man’ is the
Perfect Tribute to a Historic Icon

Top Picks
to Stream

Locally Filmed Movies
‘Paterson’ on Amazon Prime

Photo courtesy of Amazon Studios

A screenshot from “Marvel’s Spider-Man” on Playstation 4.

Javier Reyes
Assistant Entertainment Editor
Playstation 4 exclusive “Marvel’s Spider-Man” does not just improve on Spider-Man games of the past, it completely
shatters the mold for what licensed games
are capable of. With exhilarating and equally
rewarding gameplay, a remarkable level of
presentation polish, and heartfelt storytelling,
developer Insomniac Games (the minds behind
the “Ratchet & Clank” and “Resistance” series)
delivers the masterpiece that Spider-Man fans
have always dreamed of.
The game tells an original story that follows
the eponymous hero Spider-Man, who has had
his powers for eight years and has finally been
able to take down one of his greatest enemies,
Wilson Fisk (aka The Kingpin). With Fisk now
in prison, though, a series of events begin to
transpire as many of New York City’s criminals seek to fill the void left with his arrest,
including a new gang called the “Demons”
headed by a mysterious and po.werful new foe
named Mister Negative.
The plot features a litany of other famous
characters from the Spider-Man universe like
Mary Jane Watson, Aunt May, and Miles Morales — plus an assortment of other surprising
villains you will discover over time. Of course,
Spider-Man is certainly the star of the show,
but this is also a story that emphasizes the dual
lives of both the superhero and regular side of
the character.
Peter Parker has his own issues separate
from fighting super-powered enemies that are
profoundly ordinary and, most importantly,
relatable. It is this dichotomy that has always
made the character so special, and the game
delivers a surplus of moments that emphasize
exactly that, like Peter having to deal with
talking to girls or his troubles with paying rent
on time.
This large-scale and equally humanistic
story makes playing through the game a truly
cinematic kind of experience unlike most, but
it is in the gameplay where “Marvel’s Spider-Man” shines the most. The game boasts a
massive open-world New York City for you to
explore at your leisure, and doing so with the
game’s web-swinging mechanics is some of the

Photo courtesy of PlayStation

most satisfying — and freakishly addictive —
experiences I have had while playing a video
game. Even when not progressing through the
game’s lengthy story missions, I found myself
spending copious amounts of time aimlessly
web-slinging across the city just for the fun of
it; it’s just that good, and makes you really feel
like Spider-Man.
When it comes to the combat mechanics,
the game feels eerily reminiscent to the “Batman: Arkham” series from developer Rockstar
Games. Like that series, Spider-Man posits
both a fast-paced, fighting system and more
meticulous and strategic stealth sections. Both
of these gameplay styles work terrifically, and
there is an astounding variety of ways for you
to deal with enemies and obstacles thanks to
a plethora of skill upgrades, different gadgets,
and the more than 25 different costumes with
each containing their special abilities.
There is a constant sense of feeling rewarded when playing “Marvel’s Spider-Man”,
which helps keep you entertained no matter
what tasks you are doing. Even if you focus
exclusively on the story missions, there is still
tons of to play through with side missions,
computer puzzles, discovering famous locales,
hidden backpack collectibles, and much more
— which all helps to culminate in a package
that will keep happily busy for more than
twenty hours, at the very least.
“Marvel’s Spider-Man” is a prime example
of why I play video games. It delivers on a
massive scale with thrilling, fluid, and beautifully animated gameplay that never gets even
the slightest bit stale. It tells an idealistic but
surprisingly emotional story about what it
means to be a hero, and how being courageous
enough in trying to help others is what constitutes true strength and resolve. It is easily
one of the Playstation 4’s finest exclusives yet,
which makes for a true love letter to Spider-Man fans that will be treasured for many
years to come.

A calm and simple film, “Paterson” is
a slow-paced narrative that showcases the
beauty of everyday life. Starring Adam Driver
and written and directed by Jim Jarmusch,
“Paterson” revolves around a poetry writing
bus driver who shares the same name of the
town he resides in. Over the course of a week,
viewers witness Paterson transform the events
of his mundane life into poems that spill
across the screen. “Paterson” is not for those
who wish to see a movie full of exciting action
or laugh-out-loud comedy or even a moving
plot. It’s a film that focuses on the simplicity
of life. Filmed in the actual town of Paterson,
New Jersey, residents and those familiar with
the area will appreciate the references and
locations seen on screen. Available to stream
on Amazon Prime, “Paterson” is a sweet and
enjoyable film that works almost like one long
poem, and I highly recommend it.

-Sharif Hasan
Contributing Writer
‘Patti Cake$’ on HBO Go

Photo courtesy of Fox Searchlight Pictures
“Patti Cake$” is an independent film shot
in and around Paterson, New Jersey that follows Danielle MacDonald as Patti, a young
woman with dreams of being a rapper. She
goes by Patti Cake$ and, with the help of her
best friend, she tries to make her dreams a
reality, no matter how outlandish they seem
to her mother, played by comedian Bridget
Everett.
While the movie certainly doesn’t reinvent the wheel and most of its plot points
are easy to see coming, I still enjoyed going
on the journey with Patti. I thought it was
really cool to see the route I travel to campus
on featured in a theatrical film. I recommend
“Pattti Cake$” to anyone who wants a lighthearted, uplifting and locally filmed movie.

-Robert O’Connor
Entertainment Editor

If there is a movie or TV show
you want to recommend,
email
montclarionentertainment@
gmail.com
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Men’s Soccer Wins First NJAC
Game, Defeats Rutgers-Camden
Jose Huerta’s sixth goal of the season lifts Red Hawks to 1-0 win

Women’s Volleyball at
Rutgers University-Camden
7 p.m.

FRI 9/21
No Games

SAT 9/22
Women’s Cross Country at
NJAIAW Championship
TBA
Football at
Christopher Newport
University
1 p.m.
Men’s Soccer vs.
Rowan University
1 p.m.
Field Hockey at
Gwynedd-Mercy University
4 p.m.
Women’s Soccer at
Rowan University
5 p.m.

SUN 9/23
No Games

MON 9/24
Field Hockey vs.
Fairleigh Dickinson University
at Florham Campus
7 p.m.

TUE 9/25
Women’s Volleyball vs.
Rowan University
7 p.m.

WED 9/26
Women’s Soccer vs.
William Paterson University
7 p.m.
Men’s Soccer at
William Paterson University
7 p.m.

Taylor Risley | The Montclarion

Senior forward Rafael Terci (10) prepares to launch a ball at net against Messiah College.
Adam Grassani
Staff Writer

The Montclair State University Red Hawks men’s soccer
team got back on the winning
track this Saturday. They took
down Rutgers University-Camden by a final score of 1-0 and
improved their record on the
season to 6-1-1. It was the Red
Hawks’ first New Jersey Athletic Conference (NJAC) matchup of the season, so they also
earned their first conference win
of the season and moved into
third place in the NJAC standings. Head coach Todd Tumelty
understands the importance of
this big in-conference game.
“We need to get points because of its importance,” Tumelty said. “When you’re home,
you gotta make sure you get all
three points, and it wasn’t the
prettiest game but we made it
happen.”
Both teams were very quiet
offensively in the early going,
as there were not many shots
at all throughout the beginning of the first half. In the first
20 minutes of the game, both
teams only managed to generate one shot. Along with that,
both goalkeepers had easy jobs
early on as there were no shots
on goal throughout the first 35
minutes.
The Red Hawks’ offense
was bound to generate a spark
eventually and with 10 minutes
to go in the half, it happened.
Montclair State’s junior forward
and leading scorer Jose Huerta
went off on a breakaway that
was stopped. However, a yel-

Red Hawks Volleyball: 3
Lycoming College: 2
Red Hawks Volleyball: 3
Fairleigh Dickinson University at
Florham Campus: 0
Red Hawks Men’s Soccer:8
The Colleg of New Rochelle:0

low card on Rutgers-Camden
defender Marcial Islas-Marroquin awarded Huerta with
a penalty kick. The kick was
saved with an impressive
reaction from Rutgers-Camden goalkeeper James Brett.
Thankfully for the Red Hawks,
Huerta got to the net in time to
control the rebound and bury
it for Montclair State’s first
and only goal of the game. The
Red Hawks would keep up
the intensity for the rest of the
half, going into halftime with
eight shots.
Montclair State opened up
the second half exactly the
way they ended the first half.
They continued to shut down
Rutgers-Camden and keep up
the pressure on Rutgers’ defense. Throughout the first 74
minutes of the game, the Red
Hawks outshot Rutgers 13-3.
Throughout the first 76 minutes, Rutgers-Camden didn’t
even have one shot on goal.

“[Mike Saalfrank]’s a really
hard punter so I just waited at
the half,” Huerta said. “If he
got that, I knew he was going
to punt it straight into the other
half and when I saw he grabbed
it, I just waited, just be onsides
and when punted it, everything
happened from there.”
However, throughout the
final 19 minutes of the game is
where Rutgers-Camden started
to make it interesting as they
started to put more pressure
on the Red Hawks by creating
some dangerous scoring opportunities. In particular, Skyler Daggs fired a perfect shot
to the upper right corner of the
net that seemed certain to go in.
However, Red Hawks’ senior
goalkeeper Saalfrank made a
beautiful leaping save to keep
his team’s lead in tact.
The emotions began to get
high late in the game as well,
as a small brawl between both
teams sparked following a hard

collision.
Rutger-Camden’s
Trenton Hall and Red Hawks’
junior forward Nixon Soglo
were awarded yellow cards and
Red Hawks’ senior midfielder
Jake Seaman was awarded a
red card.
Todd Tumelty prefers it
when his players keep control
of their emotions.
“We have a pretty mature
group so I don’t understand
why they got wiled up a little
bit,” Tumelty said. “We definitely have to fix that in order
to be successful through the
season.”
Despite being down a man
due to Seaman’s red card, the
Red Hawks managed to hang
on and win the game. They
will remain home on Wednesday, Sept. 19 to play College
of Mount St. Vincent and then
play again on Saturday, Sept. 22
against NJAC rival Rowan University.

Photo courtesy of montclairathletics.com
Sophomore forward Chaz Burnett moves with the ball past two CCNY defenders.

Red Hawk Recap

Red Hawks Football: 24
Southern Virginia University: 3
Red Hawks Women’s Soccer: 1
Rutgers-Camden: 1

Red Hawks Field Hockey: 3
Skidmore College: 2
Red Hawks Men’s Soccer: 1
Rutgers-Camden: 0

Red Hawks Field Hockey: 1
DeSales University: 0
Red Hawks Women’s Soccer: 1
Arcadia University: 1
Red Hawks Men’s Soccer: 8
Brooklyn College: 3
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Red Hawks Football Wins NJAC
Opener Over Southern Virginia
Stepp Oziegbe catches 15-yard pass to cap off 24-3 victory

Anthony Paradiso
Assistant Sports Editor

The Montclair State University Red Hawks football team
defeated Southern Virginia
University Knights 24-3 in their
New Jersey Athletic Conference
(NJAC) opener at home on Saturday.
Although Southern Virginia
was on offense for most of the
first quarter, the Red Hawks’
defense limited them to a 19yard field goal, giving the visitors a 3-0 lead midway through
the first quarter.
The Red Hawks went to work
on offense shortly after. Junior
quarterback Ja’Quill Burch
tossed a 26-yard pass to junior
wide receiver Kason Campbell
that gave the Red Hawks great
field position at the 25-yard line.
The Red Hawks opted to kick a
field goal, which senior kicker
Hunter Daly knocked through
the uprights from 21 yards out
to tie the score at three.
On the following drive, the
Red Hawks’ defense went to
work. Junior defensive lineman
Rodney DiPrenda Jr. picked off
quarterback Tate Briggs at the
Southern Virginia 36-yard line.
Shortly thereafter, Burch threw
his first touchdown pass of the
game to senior running back
Willie Barr that gave Montclair
State a solid 10-3 lead. The Red
Hawks attempted another field
goal which Daly failed to convert right as the first half came
to a close.
The Red Hawks picked up
right where they left off as they
entered the second half. On
the opening kickoff, Campbell
caught the ball at his nine-yard
line and found a seam, which
he strode through for 91 yards
and the touchdown. Going back
to the last game of last season,
it was the third straight regular season game that Campbell
returned the opponent’s kickoff for 90 yards or more and
a touchdown, which is a Red
Hawks record.
With the score now 17-3, the
Red Hawks went back to work
on defense. Midway through
the third quarter, the Red
Hawks defense had the Knights
deep in their own territory at
the 1-yard line. On the following play, the Knights’ quarterback Tate Briggs stepped up
and zipped a pass into the middle of the field that deflected off

Senior running back Willie Barr catches a 26 yard pass from junior
quarterback Ja’Quill Burch for Montclair State’s first touchdown of
the game.
his wide receiver’s hands and
right before hitting the ground,
was grabbed by Red Hawks’
defensive back Jalen Harris.
“This was my first pick since
being a starter, it felt good, and
it felt like it kept momentum
going for us,” Harris said. “Big
plays like that we [will] need [as
we go] further into the season if
we want to win the NJAC.”
Harris wants their goal to
create turnovers on defense and
keep that up.
Harris’ interception helped
keep momentum on the Red
Hawks side and would set up
another scoring drive on offense. Less than a minute later,
the Red Hawks were in the
red zone where quarterback

Burch would throw a 15-yard
touchdown pass to junior
wide receiver Stepp Oziegbe
in the end zone. Burch’s second touchdown pass of the
afternoon sealed the deal for
the Red Hawks, who would
cruise to a comfortable 24-3
victory.
After their dominant performances in week two, senior Mauro Altamura was
named NJAC Defensive
Player of the Week. The senior linebacker had 14 tackles, a fumble recovery and a
sack. Also being honored was
junior wide receiver Kason
Campbell as NJAC Special
Teams Player of the Week
for his 91-yard kickoff return

Ben Caplan | The Montclarion

for a touchdown in Saturday’s
home victory.
After the game, freshman
safety Brennan Ray discussed
how the impact that senior
leaders have had on freshmen
like himself.
“They keep us on our toes
and encourage us to do better
— especially the young guys —
and they’re bringing us [young
players] in really well,” Ray
said. “When they leave, it will
really make us think someone
else has got to step up and honestly, these are the best captains
I’ve ever had.”
Senior captain and defensive
lineman Jake Weber also shed
some light on how the leaders
on this year’s team are leading

Montclair State’s offense lines up against Southern Virginia University’s defense.

the way for their younger teammates.
“We keep saying it and I
have it written right here, ‘fivefive-and-eight’
[five-and-five
record last year] and eighth in
the conference,” Weber said.
“We’re trying to use everything
we can as motivation to take
this team to the next level.”
Both of the Red Hawks senior captains Altamura and
Weber expressed their hopes
and aspirations for what this
year’s team is capable of doing.
“We want to bring this historic program back and that’s
my goal leaving here, as long as
I leave here and this tradition of
winning keeps going I’ll be the
happiest person on the planet,”
Weber said.
Altamura explained why he
feels that with a good mix of senior leadership and young talent, this year’s Red Hawks team
is poised to exceed their expectations.
“We’ve really reflected
on the past few years and you
know what, we’re hungry,
and one thing that we stress as
captains is [that] it’s not fun to
lose,” Altamura said. “We told
them listen to everything that
coach says, lean on us as much
as we lean on you, and we’re
going to be fine, and [one thing
we repeat is] we’re 0-0 at the
start of each week and we have
to keep getting after it.”
After starting the season with
two straight home games, the
Red Hawks take their talents on
the road for the next two games.
Montclair State heads to Christopher Newport University on
Saturday, Sept. 22 then to Kean
University next Saturday, Sept.
29.
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